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enfl”ne
gir%?nin fiport No. 70.4 ha? been continued. % inresti-
gatwn was mmie with the iVA(7A high+peed mot&m-
piclure camera and the iVACA optical engine indiaztor.
The eanwra operate8 at the rate of 40,000photographs a
8econd and make8 po8m”blethe Wdy of phenomena occur-
n“n$in time interm18 u short a8 O.(WO% second.

Photograph are pre8ented of combustion w“thaut knock
and with both light and hea~ knocks, the end zone oj
combustion being un”thinthe @ld oj &w. Time-premme
record~ Cocert”ngthe same conditions a~ the phot~raph~ are
pre8ented and theti rebtiom to the photograph are studied.
Photographs m“th ignition at rariou8 advance mngk are
mmpared un”tha uiew to obseruing any posm”bleretdicmship
between presm.re and Jame depth.

A tentatire expiimation of knock is su~gested, which ia
designed to agree with the indication~ of the high-speed
ph otograph8 and the time-pressure record8.

INTRODUCTION

The reauhs presented in this report represent a con-
tinuation of the study of combustion with the NACA
high-speed motion-picture camera, the ,fit results of
whiuh were published in 1941 (referenoe 1). A copy
of reference 1 should be available to mak~ possible a
complete understanding of the present report. The
photographs presented in referenoe 1 and som~ of those
presented in this report are the same as those in the
NACA technicaI tllm on norma~ combustion, preigni-
tion, and knock, which has been exhibited on many
occasions.

The NACA high-speed motion-picture oamera, which
takes pictures at the mte of 40,000. per second, was
developed in response to a demonstrated need for
higher picture-taking eed in the study of combustion.

YThe photographs pub ~hed in reference 1 were pri-
marily concerned with combustion in general. The
photographs presented in this report relate primrdy to
knock. The indications of the photographs, in geuend,
confirm conclusions drawn by Rothrock and Spencer in
1938 (referenoe 2) on the basis of less preoise data.

Many t.heori~ have been advanued concerning the
manner in which fueI knock takes place and much
experimental work has been done in attempts to de-
termine what happens during knock. It is now gen-

eralIy recognized that knook is associated with the lmt
part of the charge to burn and apparently involves a
sudden and very violent completion of the burning in
the engine cylinder after a part of the burning has
taken place at a normal rate. The chief differences in
the various theories concern the manner in which the
final portion of the charge is ignited, the rapidity with
which the final burning takes place, and whether the
knock cag occur in a portion of the charge that is
already apparently Q&d and burning.

Probably the most commonly acoepted conception
of fuel knock is that it consists of autoignition of the
end gas because of- high pressure and temperature.
Such autoignition%as been shown in photographs taken
by Withrcnv and Rassweiler (reference 3). Withrow
and Raasweiler took their p~otographs at rates of 2250
to 5000 frames per second. Photographs presented in
reference 1, however, indicate that knock takes place
in such an Wremely short time (5X10-6 sec or less)
that, it WOUMbe missed by a camera taking pictures
at 2250 to 5000 frames per second. It therefore ap-
pears Iikely that, although WMrow and Rfi~eiIer
photographed autoigniticm, they did not photograph
knock, which may or may not be preeeded by auto-
ignitiog, because knock omum too quickly to be
recorded by their method.

V7einhart (reference 4) determined flame travel by
the method of ionized gaps and an oscillograph and
concluded that autoignition, which he called pressure
ignition, occurred in the end zone.

The theory that knock is caused by a detonation
wave”such as can be set up during combustion in Long
tubes has received considerable attention from various
investigators. Sokolik and Voinov (reference 5) ob-
tained evidence that they believed to be a confirmation
of this theory. They took streak photographs on a
rapidly moving film, using an engine with a narrow
window extendingaeross the top of the pent-roof cylinder
head. Their photographs, taken at their highest avail-
able b speed, showed the flame traversing part of the
chamber at a normrd rate and then completing the
btig at an e.xt~mely high rate. The streak photo-
graph showed a slight dope in the trace of the final
burning. They believed that the existence of this slope
proved that the flame front itself accelerated very
rapidly to complete the burning and that this quick
completion of the burning is the cause ,of knock. The
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conclusions that me presented herein, on the basis of the
results.given in this report and in reference 1, do not
appear ta be inconsistent with the streak pictur= of
reference 5, although such conclusions are not the same
as those drawn by Sokolik and Voinov,

One theory has involved the assumption that a com-
pression wave originates either behind the flame front
or at the flame front and crosses the chamber ahead of
the flame, causing ignition at the opposi~ side of the
combustion chamber, such ignition being the direct
cause of knock. The remarkable photographs (both
achlieren photographs and direct photographs of the
flame) taken by Payman and Titman (reference 6) show

occur in conjunction with knock, the knock itself and
the high-frequency pressure waves accompanying knock
did not appear until an appreciable time after the
aut.oignition.

All thg. investigations of combustion in an engine
prior to that of reference 1, however, have suffered one

— ...

disadvantage in common: the rate of taking photo-
graphs has been too slow and the actual occurrence of
knock has been too rapid to be ticcurately observed.

APPARATUS .

The combustion apparatus and the optical sot-up
for sehlieren photography fire dewribcd in detnil in

! Sect.& A-A, showing ~
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these occurrences in tubes. Boerlage (reference 7)
shows photographs of combustion in an. .e@ne with
autoignition occurring at the end of the combustion
chamber farthest from the spark plug in a manner
similar to that shown by Payman and Tit.ma.n’sphoto-
graphs.

It was suggested in references 8 arid 0 that knock
is caused by the formation of explosive peroxides in
nuclear drops during preflame combustion. .

lR previous work at this laboratm-y, Rothrock and
Spencer (referenca 2) have taken photographs at high
rates of speed, using both schlieren photography and
direct photography of the flame. The maximum rate
attained in those kte was 2500 frames per wcond.
The pliotographs indicated that, although autoignition
ahead of the flame front may occur in conjunction with
knock, it doea not always do so and is not necessary
for the occurrence of knock. The photographs in
reference 2 also indicated that, when autoignition did

referenoe 1, Figure 1 shows the NACA combustion
apparatus diagrammatically. At the time of taking
al~ the photographs of combustion with four sprwk
plugs presented in this report, the injection valve was
placed in opening H of the cylinder head. (See fig. 1.)
At the time of taking all the photographs presented in
reference 1 and those of this report in which the com-
bustion was with one spark ~g, or with one sp~rk
plug and a hot spot,, the injection valve was in.opening
J. For the photographs of combustion with four
spark phgs, spark plugs were used in each of the
openings J, F, G, and E, whereas for the photographs
of combustion with only one spark plug, this plug was
in position E, as in reference 1. When a hot spot was
used, it was in opening F, as in reference 1, No otbor
chang~- were made in either the combustion apparatus
or the optical set-up between the time of ttikingphoto-
graphs presented in reference 1 and the taking of those
given in the present report.
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AS in referenoe 1, tho combustion apparatus was
operated under its own power for only one cycle in each
run, an entire series of photographs being taken of the
combustion in t-hesingle cycle. The engine operating
conditions were again kept constant as follows: lkgim+
coolant temperature, 250° F; compression ratio, 7.0;
engine speed, 500 rpm; fuel-air ratio, approximatdy
0.08. With aIl photographs of combustion with four
spark plugg, spark advance of spark plugs in E; J, and
F positions was kept constant at 20°”and spark advance
of spark plug in G position was kept ootitant at 27°.
Spark advance was made greater at G position in order
to allow the flame front proceeding from this plug to
arrive within the fieId of view at about the same time
as the flame fronts from the other three plugs. With
the photographa of combustion with one spark plug,
spark advance was varied se shown in the figures.

The fuels used for the teataof the present report were
C. F. R. reference fueI S-1 (a commerci.d grade of
imootane), C. F. R. reference fuels M-1 and M-2
(octane rating about 18), a blend of 80 pement S-1
with 20 percent M-2, and a bIend of 50. percent LI–2
with 50 percent 95-cctane gaaol@e.

~ optical indicator of the type described in reference
10 was used to obtain time-pressure records within the
combustion chamber under conditions aimiIar to those
existing when photographs were taken. The optical
indicator was mounted in a steel blank, which replaced
the ghss windowe in the cylinder head. Beoauae of
this method of mounting, photographs and time-
p=ure records of the same combustion oycle could
not be obtained with the appamtus available at the
time of making the tests.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

NORMAL COMBUSTION

Some disagreement has existed as to whether com-
bustion in a spark-i@tion engine cylinder is timpleted
in the flame front or is continued for & considerable
distance buck of the flame front. Although the photo-
graphs of reference I indicated the existence of a com-
bustion zone of considerable depth in the direction of
flame travel, attention was called in that paper to the
possibility of expIainiig the apparent depth of the com-
bustion zone on the b&sofa curved ffame of very smaII
depth. The authors of reference 11 secured results
from photographa and pressure records of combustion
in a constant-volume bomb which lead them to beheve
that combustion continues for a considerable distance
behind the flame front and that this distance decreases
with increasing pressure.

Comparkms maybe made between figures 2 to 5 of
this report and &ure 3 of reference 1 with the effect of
pressure on depth of combustion zone in mind. These
comparisons should, however, be used with caution, as
will be explained Iater.

Fpre 2 is a seriesof photogmpbs showing nonknock-
ing combustion with four spark plugs. This figure is
comparable with @ure 3 of reference 1, which was-taken
under similar conditions but with only one spark plug.
The pictures are read from left to right thrgugh row A,
then from Ieft to right through row B; and sc on. Thus,
the order in which the pictures were taken is: A-1,
A-2, A-3, . . A-19, A-2(I, B-1, B-Z, . . .
J–19, J–20. In. frame A–1 of @ure z the flame that
originated at the spark plug in opening F (fig.1) h%
just cume into view. The dark area in the upper right
portion of this frtune, which is visible throughout mws
A, B, and C, was caused by uneven illumination of the
achlieren field and has no other significance. The un-
even illu@nation. was caused by imperfection in the
optical set-up, possibly by warping of the mirror on
the piston top. The flame coming from the spark plug
in opening G (~. 1) first comes into view at about
frame B-4 and the flames from spark plugs in E and J-
positiona at about frame C–1.

In figure 3 of reference 1, during the early stages of
flame travel, the mottled zone due to temperature
gradienta persisted for a very considerable distance
back of the flame front, but the mottled zone became
quite narrow in the direction of flame travel after the
flame front had reached a position about halfway
across the fieId of view. In that figure about half the
contents of the entire combustion chamber, on a

vohrne basis, had been reached by the flame front
when the narrotig of the mottIed zone occurred.
Ln figure 2 of the present report, however, abo~t half
the contents of the combustion chamber have rdrwtdy
been ignited when the flame from spark plug in G
position (@. 1) fit comes into view. l-et the great
depth of this flame, in the direction of flame traveI,
persists until well into rcw F, where more than half
the contents of even that portion of the combustion
chamber “within the field of view has been ignited.
This Iong persistence of the wide combustion zone is
typicaI of flames tlmt pass over the peak of the pent-
roof piston.

If the depth of the combustion zone actually does
decrease with increasing pressure, it should be ex-
pected to decrease during the later stages of flame
traveI because of the compression of the hist part of
the charge to burn by the parts that afi igded
edier. The abnormally long persistence of the wide
mottled area with flames that have passed over the
piston peak, however, cannot be exp~ained on the
basis of pressure. The gases on the far side of the
combustion chamber are ahieIded from radiations
originating on the opposite side of the piston peak
during the early stages of flame travel: The absence
of these radiationa might have some et?ect on the rate
of flame propagation or the rate of reaction that would
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cause the abnormtiy long persistence of the wide
mottied area. On the other hand, this persistence
of the wide mottled area after passage of the flame
over the piston peak can very remonabIy be explained by
the fact that the flame front could not be expected
to be. parallel to the Iine of sight immediately after
passing around the comer at the piston peak.

F~rea 3 and 4 of this report, figure 3 of reference 1,
and @re 5 of this report constitute a series of sub-
stantially comparable records with spark advance of
0°, 10°, 20°, and 30°, respectively. For figures.3 and
4 of this report, the fuel was a bIend of 80 percent S-1
with 20 percent M-2; for @ure 3 of reference I and
figure 5 of this report, the fuel w= S-1. In &ure 4
of this report, moreover, there was very Iate after-
ignition from a hot spot in F position (fig. I), a condition
that did not exist in the other three figures. The
flame from the hot spot is fit clearIy visibIe at about
frame 1–7, at the lower edge of the frame. lt. is

. beIieved, however, that none of the differences other
than spark advance are important as concerns tho
depth of the mottkd zone in the direction of flame
travel.

In @ures 3 and 5 of this report, with spark advance
of 0° and 30°, respectively, the mottled zone never
becomes so narrow as it does in figure 4 of this report
and in figure 3 of reference 1, with spark advance of
10° and 20°, respectively. In figure 3 of this report,
moreover, the entire combustion took place after top
center, whalein figure 5 the combustion was compIeted
about 10° before top center. In figure 4 of this report
the extreme nmrowing of the combustion zone oomwred
substantially earlier in the flame travel than in figure
3 of reference 1, and th~ narrowing of the combustion
zone did not persist to the end of the flame traveI aa
it did in figure 3 of reference 1. The Iater broadening
of the combustion zone in @ure 4 is typicrd of the
records taken under the conditions ef figure 4 and has
ako been observed in a few cases with 20° spark advance.
A consistent dMerence between the two conditions in
this respect would be difllcult to expIain.

The comparisons of these figurea indicate that the
extreme narrowing of the mottled area occurs only
with the piston within 10° or 15° of top center under
the conditions of these teats. This fact is in agreement
with the observation in reference 11 that the depth of
the combustion zone decreases with increasing pressure;
The increase in pressure, however, might cause irL-
creased uniformity of burning so that the flame front
would exhibit less tonguing, and the narrowing of the
mottled area with increased pressure might thus be
explained on the curved-flame basis.

Some curvature of the flame front undoubtedly
does exist and must certainly account for part of the
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width of the mottled area in the pictures. Such flame
curvature, moreover, is variabIe and unpredictable.
Fourthis reason, no detinite conclusions can be drawn
from the comparisons of the figures. The indication
sxe only suggestive. ‘

The authors of references 12 and 13 have presented
amdysea of motion-picture records correlated with
time-pr-ure records in which they obtained fair
agreement between mass inflamed as computed fkorn
the data of the motion pictures and mass burned as
shown by the time-pressure records. Such agreement
tends to support the assumption of a combustion zone
of extreme~y smaH depth. There appears to be a
possibility, however, that their pictures did not show
the absoIute flame front but an apparent flame front
appreciably behind the trtie flame front. They treated
the flame front, as it appeared in their pictures, as the
position of the front at the end of exposure. This
treatment would be strictly correct onIy if the time
required for exposure werq extremeIy short compared
with the exposure time actually used.

-Thereis a possibility that nearly aUof the combustion
is actually completed in the flame front but that certain
pm-tion9of the reaction involving little energy release
remain to be compIeted more IeisureIy.

ENOCZING COMBUSTION

At about frame H-11 in ilgure 2, all parts of the corn- .
bustion chamber have beeu reached by the flame
fronts. The light regions marked A in this frame are .
areas in which temperature grsdienta apparently no ._ ..__
longer esist and combustion may be assumed to have
been comp~eted. These mess, however, are still ex-
tremeIy hot and would appear incandescent in any
photograph that depended for its exposure on light -.
originating in the combustion chamber. The mottled _.
areas do not compIctily disappear from the pictures
until about the end of row J, about 0.0012 second after
the fhmc fronts have apparently reached @l parts of
the combustion chamber in frame H-11. This time
interred is in great contrast with tic corresponding. . .
period in a knocking combustion as shown in figures 6 - . ~.
and 7.

Figures 6 and 7 wero taken under the mmc mndi-
tiona as figure 2 but with fucIa of progrcasivc~y Iowcr ~
antiknock value, The fuel used for figure 6 was a
blend of equal voIumes of a 95+ctane gmoline and . _ _
C. F. R. reference fuel M-2. This b~endwas the same
as used for &re 5 of reference 1, incorrec’dy reported
in that reference as a blend of S-1 and M-2. Fwure 6
of this report and figure 5 of reference 1 aro comparable.
The difference bchveen them is in the number of spmk
plugs used and in the earlier ignition ationc of the plugs
in figure 6.
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Tho areas marked A in figure 6, frame l–l-5, aro
rcgio~ in which temperature gradients have apparently
ceased to mist and where combustion is probably com-
plete. The knock is fit visible in frame H-7 as a
blur in the region designated by the letter B. By
frame l-f-l 3 the knock has completely eliminated the
mottled zone. This elimination of the mottled zone
in 7/40000 (0.000175) second is in strong contrast with
the very gradual fadc+ut of the mottled zone in the
nonknocking explosion shown in tiguro 2. In figure 5
of referenco 1, tho mottled zone was ehminated by the
knock in l/40000 (0.000025) second, frames M-11 and
M-1 2. It is obvious from the photographs that the
knock in that case waa much more violent than in
figure 6 of this report. The difference, however, may
possibly not be directly due to the use of one or of four
spark plugs. Combustion began much earIier in the
case of figure 6 and, in view of the very low engine
speed, combustion may have proceeded much nearer
to completion before severe conditions were reached a
few degrees before top center, so that Iess energy was
available for release during knock.

F~re 7 was taken under the same conditions as
figure 6 except that a fuel, M-2, of still lower antiknock
value, was used. In & figure knock is tit vi&ble in
frame G-1 2 as a blurring in the region designated B. In
this case the knock eh.rninatwthe mottled-.zobe.-more
quickly than in figure 6. At about frame G~l 3, more-
over, a brilliant luminosity appears and this luminosity
quickly develops throughout the visible portion of the
chamber. This luminosity was not noticeable in @ure
6. In fr~e G-1 3 and in some of the other framea, this
luminosity is also visible below and to the right of the
chamber. The appmrance of the huninosity in this
region and in the combustion chamber generally, with
the heavier knocks, was explained in reference 1.

As with figure 5 of reference 1, when the photographs
presented in flgu.res 6 and 7 are projected as motion
pictures, a violent bouncing of the gases is visible after
Occurrence of. the knock.. This.bomcing of the gases is
vieiblc even when the knock is so light as not to cause
the blurring that is visible in frame H–7 of figure 6 and
frame G–12 of @re 7. In fact, the bouncing of the
gasea appears to be”one of the most sensitive criterions
of knock available.

An extremely light knock occurred in the combustion
shown in figure 4. This knock resulte,din a very slight
blur in the region indicated by B in frame O-5. This
blur can scarcely be detected in the reproduction @own
in thii report. When the original photographs of figure
4 are projected as motion pictures, however, the blur is
seen to be unquestionably there. This knock occurred
so late in the combustion process, and the ignition was
so late, that the piston must have been far beyond top
center. It would appear even possible that the con-
ditions at the time of this knock were not so severe as
they had been earlier in this same combustion process.

It is particularly important to note that the knock
which appears at frame O–5 of figuro 4 did not have

the effect of eliminating tho mottlwl zone as did the
heavier knocks prcvioualy discussed. This fact dora
not seam to bo consistent with t.ho tlwory that tho
knock is simply a sudden completion of tho burning.
It is a considerable distortion of this theory to assume
that in figure 4 at about frame O-5 the combustion
suddenly partly completed itself, then alowc(l down
again, and procccded at the normal rate of nonknecking
eombustions, When the photographs of figure 4 rtro
viewed sa”a motion picture, tho impression is that n
reaction occurs in tho vicinity of framo O-5 which is
very quickly completed and which lcaves the gases
bouncing but does not interfere with the uormal com-
bustion. This reaction, during the very short timo of
its existence, may have accelerated the norrna~procms
of combustion. Either it did not (10 so appreciably,
however, or the normal combustion process droppwl ‘
back to about the previous rato as soon as this reaction
was over. With the heavier knocks, either the knock
reaction so acdcrktes the normal combustion tlwt it
is very quickIy completwl or the knock is itself n very
quick completion of tho normal combustion.

If knock is assumed to be the same thing in onc caso
as in ~other, the photographs suggmt that knock is a
sudden detonation of some substance which pervades
the entire idlamcd volume in grcatir or Icss canccn-
tration, that the concentration of this substtincc may
determine the violence of the knock, and that the det-
onation of this substance acrcleratcs the normal com-
bustion process but does not bring it to a quick
completion unless the concentration of tho substanco
is ficiently great. Such a substance would luavc to
be stable under the ~nditions existing within the pro-
knocking flame. Such substance might be a compound,
compounds, or radicals.

The data presented hwein are not sd%cient to justify
a definit~ conclusion that this hypothetical detonating
mbstance is. the true causo of knock. This explana-
tion is simply suggested as one theory thtit appmm to
be consistent with t.hchigh-speed photographs,

F~ures 6 and 7 show knocking combust ions of v~ry
mequal severity. In figure 6, the last u-ignited por-
iion of the fuel charge disappears in frame G-17, which
!s 11 frames previous to the first appearance of knock.
h the other hand, in figure 7, which shows the more
}evere knock, the flame fronts never complctdy mrrgc.
htead, beginning at about frame G-2, the unignku.1
wea becomes mottled spontaneously. In franie G-11
his spontaneous mottling of the unignitcd area has
weome so complete that this area caqnot bc distin-
@& ed from the area behind t.hgflam~ fronti. KI’NX~; ,
~owevcr, did not occur until frame G-12. h cnti.mly
knilar spontaneous darkening of the unignitcx.1zone,
]efore knock occurred, is evident in figure5 of reference 1.
[n that &ure, in frame M-10, the darkening of this
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zone was remarkably dense; yet there was only the
dightest evidence of the occurring of knock in the nest
frame, M-1 1.

It appears very likely that the motthng of the unig-
nited zone is caused by autoignition, resulting from high
temperature and pressure. Some reaction is unques-
tionably taking place in this region to cause the ruot-
tiing. That “thisreaction redts in a very rapid eqmn-
sion of the gases in this zone is indicated by the fact that
the flame fronts show practically no progress into this

vioua to these frames. Ihock, however, had not yet
occurred in these frames.

These considerations do not appear t: be ccmsistent
.-.

tifi the theory that.knock is identical with uutoignition
of the end gas. The photographs do show, however,
that C. F. R. reference fuek M-l snd hf-2, which h&w

.--—

a greater tendency to knock than isooctane, also have
a greater tendency to autoignite. Am attempt will-be ““
made later to determine whether there are fue~ having
a tendency to autoignite without the tendency to knock~”

c

1?) Frame G-3-fr&m lfgum & Flame Ma notyetreiibedtuea within odne C.

w FrameH-7fmm Ewet ICJIOekhns@tocm.md.BIurring witbfn cxkllne E Is mnwd by kncck.

FIGURE8.–Two @ods Lntbe muse of a Imoez expI&cm In a ~k-ignltlon enzhse.

region after the spontaneous mottling begins. The rate
of expansion in the unignited zone appears to be of the
same order of magnitude as the rate of expansion of he
gsses.behind the flame fronts. This fact would seem to
indicate an ignited condition rather thm a S1OWpre-
flame combustion.

In figure 6 it may be argued that at the time knock
occurred in frame H-7 there were pockets of unignited
gas not vklble because of tonguing of the tkunes and
that the knock is due to autoignition of these pockets.
On the other hand, in frame G-11 of figure 7 of this
report and in frame M–1O of iigure 5 of reference 1, it
does not appear reasonable to suppose that theregreany
pockets that have not autoiggited or that, if there were
such pockets, their auto~tion would be any dit%xent
from the autoignition that was seen to $ako place pr+

with a view k finding more defbit+ly whether the two
phenomena are entirely unrelated.

—

The pictures have” even caused the question to be
raised as to whether the knock ordinarily originates at
the exact location of the end gas. In @re 8 am.prc- ~---
sentcd enhrged views of two fhmes, G–3 and_ H-7, .
from @ure 6. Frame G–3 was exposed while a con- “
siderable part of the gas mixture had not yet bem ..
reached by the flame fronts. This part of the mixture
is outlined with ink and designated C in the enlarged . .
view of frame G–3 in figure 8 (a). An identical outline
has been superposed on the enlarged view of frame H–7
in figure 8 (b). In this same frame the blurred region
is outlined with ink and designated B. It wiUbe noted
that the center of the area B is considerably below the “‘
end-gas outline.
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(a) Fmme G-1 from @uro 7. Flame hed not yet rmchedares!dtblnoutllneC,

0

(b) FrsmeG-12 tram iWUO7. Kmxk bm juslccoamd.Blamiag withlnoatlIIM 0 b csuaed by knock.
Flaurm 9.—Two perlode In the mum 04an expkdon with tivy kmek In m~-lgnttlon e’@ne,

3 4 5 6 7 8 9

F1OUBE10.–IWghqeMI motkm pIcturm d portion of a knockhg explmfon Ins spark-fgnltfon engjne. Furl, M-1; four ~ @ugs spark MIvmcyr rjghl.hmd

ping, m, other thrw plugs, m.

.
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F~e 9 present9 a similar comparison of frames
G-1 ‘and G-1 2 from figure 7, with the same result.
These results are typica~resul~ for this engine, operik
ing with four spark plugs, with the camera running in
iti forward direction. The camera has a focaLplane-
shutter effect that would tend to draw the bhmredregion
below the end-gas zone in figures8 and 9. The displace-
ment appears to be greater, however, than would be
exphined by the focal-plane-shutter effect that do=
exist. The focal-plane-shutter effect is negligible for
#l phenomena seen in the pictures other than knock
because of the slower occurrence of these phenomena.

c

camera in reverse, the bhming had the appearance of _ _
developing SimuItanecusIy throughout the chamber.
The~ries presented in figure 10 waa the onIy one in ‘—-
which there was any success in locating the apparent
o@@. This fact suggests that, in the partic@ar en&ine ... _____
used and with the engine conditions that existed in
these t+sts, the knock tended to occur very near the
bottom of the window. If the knock did occur at this
position, the focal-plan~shutter efkct with the camera
& forward ~~d not draw the knock below ~S __ _,
position whereas, with the camera in reverse, the focal-
plan+shutter effect could draw the knock upward or

\

(a) Rsme A-3 from !lwe IO. 3%me he.s nd wt rdehed area Wittdi outhe c

(b] Frwne C-4 from figure IO. Knock hm p occumd. M@ng and hlmhdtg W[thh oath!! B m Cao&dby knock.

Frcrmx IL—Two periods in the ccmrsedane@mon wtth heavy knock h a spark I@tIon engIw. Camera fn reversw

F@re 10 presents a few frames of a series-that was
taken to check the effect of the focaI-plane shutter on
the apparent origin of the knock. This series was taken
under exactiy the same conditions as that of &u-e 7
except that C. F. R. reference fuel hi-l was used and
the camera was operated in reverse, in order to reverse
the focaLplane-shutter effect: The knock appears as a
brightly ihminated and bhrred region in frame C-4.

Frames A–3 and C-4 of figure 10 are compared in
figure 11. As wouId be expected, because of reversaI
of the focal-pkme-abutt= effect, the blurred area in
this case is somewhat above the portion of the end gas
that is in the smne sid~ti-side position. This series is,
however, not typical of other seties taken with the
cwnera running in reverse. In general, with the

give it the appearance of occ* sim@anegue31y
throughout the chamber, depending on the propagahon
speed of the knock.

It must be admitted that the attempt to locate the
origin of the knock with the NACA high-sp”eedcamera
has produced incordusive results up to the present . . ..
time. Until a camera of higher speed or some other
means has throwm more Iight on this point, however,
there appears to be reason for some skepticism as to
whether knock always occurs at the exact location of
the end gas. Repeated observation of hundreds of . -”
shots as motion pictures has left the impression that __
knock may ciriginate at any point within the mottled
area in the pictures, whether this point be within the
end gas or not.
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TKME.PRESSUEE RECORDS

In figures 12 and 13 are presented time-pressure
records taken with the optical indicator under conditions
matching those of some of the photographs presented
in this report and in reference 1. It should be empha-
sized that these records are not of the same combustion
cycles represented by the photographs but of similar

photographs are concerned, the effect of a hot spot

appeam to be the same as that of a spark pIug if tho

hd+ot temperature is such as to ignito the gases at

the same time as the occurrence of the spttrk. Cons-

equently, figure 12 may be regarded essentially as 8

comparison of results with one, two, and four spark

plugs. With incre=e in the number of spmk plugs,

(s) Fuel, S-1; rmospsrk PIW, spark fteh’ssrm, ‘20”,

.

(b) FoeI,S-1:rmeqmk plug wltb prdgr’dtion kom hot SPA; srark advance, W

10) Fuel, S-1; four spark @ugT spsrk sdvsrree, W on thrm plug%E“ on fourth plug.

FIrIusm 12.-Ind1eator cfirds for norrknorking mplmion [n a ~k.lgn[timr er@no.

cycles. In any oof the time-pressure records where
vertical lines A and B appear, the Iine A is the record
of a spark marking top center and the Iine B is the
record of a spark mdcing the crank position 90° after
top center.

The conditions of the record of figure 12 (a) corre-
spond to those of figure 3 of reference 1; the record of
figure 12 (b), to those of figure 7 of reference 1; and the
record of figure 12 (c), to those of figure 2 of this
report, As far as. the time-pressure records or the

the pressure rise is seen to be progressively at+eepor,
with the maximum pressure occurring progressively
earlier relative to the crank angle.

The time-pressurerecords of flgurc 13are forknocking
explosions. The correspondence of conditions is be-
tween figure 13 (a) and figure 5 of reference 1, between
figure 13 (h) and figure 8 of reference 1, between
&ure 13 (c) and figure 6 of this report, and between
figure 13 (d) and figure 7 of this report.

Comparison of the record of figure 13 (b) with the
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(a) F@ K! percent woctam? f$adhewithm~nt?if+ oIleq!ark p@sp9rkadmnce, w.

(c) FUCLKl pem?cntW-octane gaWW withlklpm!ent 31+ &Yurqmrk phgx; spark sdvance, W on three phgs, ~ cmfourth pIug.

(d) Fue~ M-Z fourapfuk PIW uparkdm W OllthrW@l~ 2P orlhlrth ph.

FIGUEE 13.–rlldimtar carda fw knwklog expIcuioItIIIa Sptwk-IgnItionelt@k?.
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recorcls of @res 13 (a) and 13 (c) ahQwsthat the.hot
spot again has the same effect as a spwk plug in causing
a steepening of the pressure rim and m advance of. the
position of maximum pressure. The comparison also
shows that the hot spot has cawsed the knock to occur

earlier in the record of figure 13 (b) than in that of
figure 13 (a).

The violent pressure fluctuations, designated C in
the four knocking time-pmssure records, are charac-
teristicof knccking explosions in a spark-ignition engine.
Some of the fluctuations in these records have been
touched up with whi~e ink, The white ink has been
placed, however, only on points where a trace is unmist-
akably present on the original film but too faint to
reproduce in the prints. In agreement with- tbe
photographs, the time-pressure records show very vio-
lent and about equal amplitudes of vibration for tho
case of one spark plug with an equal mixture of 95-
octane gasoline and M-2 and the case of four spark

FIOURE 14.-VarlatIon of diaplomoent with oqmsure Umo for mofllatory motion
SUIXWP@SWlon cotiant welcclt y moth Maxfmum velocity of ogcillatcmymotion
equal to the constant vrlocfty.

plugs with M-2. Also in agreement with the photo-
graphs, the records show a considerably smaller ampli-
tude of pressure fluctuations for the case of four spark
plugs with the equal mixture of W-Octane gasoline and
M–2. They show an intermediate violence for the
case of one spark plug and a hot spot, using the blended
fuel.

The most interesting feature of these time-pressure
records, as regards the theories of knock, is the ap-
pearfmoe of pressure fluctuations of very small ampli-
tude, or bright spots in the trace, a short time before
the appearance of the violent fluctuations. These
slight fluctuations are visible in each of the traces of
figure 13 and in each case are designated D. They
are, howover, particularly clear as bright spots D in
figure 13 (d). The two bright spots so ,clearly visible
in this reoord have not been retouched. They oould
apparently only be caused by a small-amplitude
vibration of the mirror of tbe optical indioator, the
maximum downward velocity involved in such vibra-
tion being of the same order of magnitude as the motion
of the mirror caused by the continuous pressure rise.

The darkening of a photographic emulsion is known

ta he very nearly a function of light intensity multiplied

by time of exposure. lf the upward mo~ion of the
light beam in the optical indicator is assumed to be

the superposition of a oonstant velocity 0, due to a

continuous pressure rise, upon a sinusoidal vertical

oscillation httving a ma~irnum velocity rm~=u, then
the actual velocity V of the beam at any instant f,
meawred from the last time tO that t,ha sinusoidal’
oscillation wm at its lowest point, is espre.wd by
the ecmtition

(1)

where 2’ is the period of the sinusoidal oscillation. The

time of exposure r of tiny point on the photogrflpbic

emulsion swept over by the center of the hcwrn wilI

be e..pressed by the e~ua~ion

2r~=

(
2Tt

v I-t-sin
T )

where F is the radius of the spot of light
beam on the emulsion. Equation (2)

(2)

formed by th~

will bc quite

accurata _with extremely small val&s of r cx~ept

where ~= O, when i~ becomes indeterminab. Ina~
much as the intensity of the beam is const+m t, the

darkening of any point in the trace will he practically
a function of ~ alone, on the assumption that the
velocity ‘V is very great relative to the nmvement
of the fdm.

The displacement 5’ of the iwmm from the pmi ticm
that it occupied at time fO is expressed by the equtition

(3)

If equations (2) and (3) are solved for vtirious values

of t and the resulting valum of r arc plotted aguinst the

values of ~, the curve shown in figure 14 is obtained,

The important charact,crlst.ic to observe in this curve is

that it petiks verj sluu-piy in the regions wlwrc WC
sinusoidal oscillation has its maximum velocity down-

ward. If the fact is kept in mind t.htit ~he trace of

figure 13 (d) is a positive print, l!m curve of figure 14
demonst.mtes graphimlly how the two bright spots
designated D in ilgure 13 (d) may be interpreted M
being the result ?f a very high rate of prww.uc rise at

the indicator diaphragm combined with a sinusoidal

fluctuation of pressure. A sinusoidal fluctuation of
premure could be caused by a system of comprcssqion
waves traveling back and forth across the combustion
chamber and being reflected at each collision with tlm
chamber walls. A reflected wa}’e could cause the
bright spots in the traces withxit involving a sinusoidal
variation of pressure at tbc diaphragm of tha optica~
indicator. Variation according to any onc of a number
of laws wouhl tend to have the same effect as long as the
osciUaLioninvolved a mm~imumdownwurd vclucity of
the light beam of the same order of magnitude as the

constant upward velocity caused by the cent inuous
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pressurerise. Indeed, the effect would be greatest with
a shock vmve in which the pressure rise is extremely
rapid and the pressure drop is nearly linear with tree.

The natural frequency of the indicator diaphragm,
about 9000 cycles per second, undoubtedly has some
influence on the appearance of the bright spots in the
traces. The diaphragm, however, would never start
vl%ratiugwith its natural frequency to cause the bright
spots unIess it received a shock in the form of either a
sudden increase or a sudden deerease in the rate of
pressure rise, which is the equivalent of a pressure
fluctuation superposed on a continuous pressure rise.
If the diaphragm were set vibrating at its natural fre-
quency by a single shock, moreover, the first cycle of
vibration would be of the greatest amplitude and each
succeeding cycle would be of successively amaIIerampli-
tude. The bright spots in the trace wouId be equalIy
spaced, if the slope of the t-racewere constant.

The three bright spots in the trace of figure 13 (c)
violate both the requirement of decreasing ampfitude

●nd that of equal spacing. The fit (lowest) of these
three spots is faintest, indicating the least amplitude of
vibration. The third “(highest] of the three spots is
brightest, indicating the greatest ampIitude of vibra-
tion. A fainter spot might be due to a vibration of
greater amplitude than that of a brighter spot, if the
maximum beam velocity due to the vibration in the
case of the fainter spot were greater than the constant
upward velocity of the beam due to continuous pres-
sure rise. The slope of the trace in figure 13 (c), how-
ever, appears to be not too steep to permit detection of
any downward motion of the beam, and each of the
three spots has the appearance of having involved no
downward motion.

The slope appears to be constant through the three
spots of figure 13 (c); yet the second and third spots are
farther apart than the fit and secon& The distunce
between the first and second spots corresponds to the
natural frequency of 9000 cycle9 per second, so that
these two spots might have been cauae# by a single
shock e..cept that, in that case, the fit spot should
have been the brighter. The. distmce between the
tit and the third spots corresponds to the fundamental
frequency of the vibrations folIowing the knock in this
trace, which is presumably the natural frequency of
vibration of the gases in the combustion chamber. On
the basis of this reasoning, the indicator diaphragm
appears to have received at least two and probably
three separate shocks just before the &at violent pres-
sure fluctuation.

In the case of figure 13 (a), three bright spots are
visible. They me difiicult to analyze because two of
them are superposed on the timing line. The second
one, however, appeam to be brighter than the tit. This
fact indicates the probability of at least two shocks in
this ca~. In figure 13 (b), only one visible shock cm
be seen.

At first glance, the two bright spots in figure 13 (d]
seem to indicate that the vibration of the indicator

,... . ..

diaphragm was of constant amplitude for at least two ._ __
cycl= just before knock occurred, because the two
bright spots look very nearly alike. Poasibly, at the
time of eqwsure of the lower of these spots, the maxi-
mum downward veh)city due to oscillation of the hewn .
was a little Ieas than the constant upward velocity
due “to continuous pressure rise and, at the time of
exposure of the upper spot, the matimum downward
velocity due to oscillation was a little greater than the
constant upward velocity. Thus, the beam may have
gone rapidIy upward t. the bottom of the lower spot, _ _ ~
dovdy upward ta the tap of the lower spot, rapidly
upward to the top of the upper spot, slowly downward
to the bottom of the upper spot, and finally violently
upward into the real knocking vibrations. The appear-
ance of the spots, however, suggests that the reverse is
more Hkely true and that the second of the spots in
this case may have been due to free vibration of the
indicator diaphragm. The diaphra=m very likely re-
ceived only one visible shock iu this case before the
viohmt ffuctuatiom began. ..

Time-pressure records have been taken with a piezo-
eIectric pickup having a naturaI frequency many time+. .- ‘--
greater than the frequency of the shocks indicated by
the traces of ilgure 13. These records indicate shocks
of the same type with time spacing of tbe same order
m with the optical indicator.

The indicator traces suggest the idea that one or
more smalI-ampIitude pressure waves may be traveling - —

back and forth through the combustion chamber just
before the occurrence of kuock. It appears consistent
with alI the traces of figure 13 to assume that these
pressure waves, at fit too smaLl to be observed in
the traces, travel back and forth across the chamber,
increasing continuously in ampIitude, at an increasing
rate, until flnalIy the increase in amplitude becomes
mtremeIy rapid, reading in knock. A aiugle such -
wave cmdd cause shocks at the indicatir diaphragm - “-
with nonuniform time spacing, if it did not travel in
the- same direction or if it did not foUow the same
course at each trip across the chamber. No evidence
is yet avadable as to what might start such small-
amplitude pressure waves. It would appear that,
when hocking conditions are approached, these
waves must either accelerate the combustion within —
their high-pressure regions in such manner as to build
up the amplitudes of the waves or they must cause “-
some reaction other than the normal combustion in
such manner as to build up the ampIitudee of the waves.

Photographs of violent knocks viewed as motion
pictures have indicated a temporary retardation of ‘
flame traveI shortly before the occurrence of knock,
as indicated by the blurring of the pictures. This
temporary retardation of ilame travel may possibly -
be visurd evidence of the existence of a wave of amalI
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amp~itude before knock. The retardation may in
stead be simply evidence of expansion of the end gw
at too low a rate to register as a pressure wave on th
indicator diaphragm caused by some preflame reactiol
in the cnd gas.

Evidence has been obtained indicating that tbt
blurring in the high-speed photographs occurs simul
tanemdy with the first violent fluctuation of the in
dicrdm. It therefore appears that the blurring cannel
be associated with any of the small preliminary shocks

Reflected pressure waves h the combustion chambe]
would move at too high a speed to be stopped by ~
m.merahaving an exposure time of the order of 1/4000(
second. A standing sinusoidal wave, however, oj
wave Iength equal to twice the diameter of the chambe]
might be expected to cause n periodic displacement oi
the configurations in the photographs from frame tc
frw-ne as well as a periodic variation in the intensity
of reaction as indicated by the density and sharpness

. of the mottling of the photographs.
When the original negative of row F and of the fit 11

frames of row G of figure 7 is examim+ frame by frame
on the projection screen, the periodic displacement oi
the configurations and the periodic variation of the re-
actions are distinctly visible. These. phenomena are,
however, extremely difficult to see in the reproductions
as they appear in the.figure. In &scs of lighter knocks
they are not so distinctly visible even on the projection
screen. The phenomena might conceivably be visible
even in pictures of nonknocking combustion, as the
only evidcncc of incipient knock. They have not,
however, been observed with any certainty with non-
knocking combustion,

In cases such as that of figure 7, the periodic displace-
ments are visible through considerably more than two
or three cycles before the occurrence of knock, as in-
dicated by the blurring of the pictures. This fact sug-
gestk the gradual build-up of a standing wave, the hwt
two or three cycles before knock being the only ones of
sufficient amplituda to register on the time-pressure
trace.

The suggestion of the progressive build-up of a pres-
sure wave might appear ta be at variance with the
previous suggestion thut the knock maybe the detona-
tion of a substance which does not react in the normal
combustion, a suggestion hat is admittedly weakly
supported. The wave, however, might possibly pro-
vide just the trigger action necessary to detonate such
a substance under severe conditions of pressure and
temperature.

Rothrock and Spencer (reference 2) have shown that
an artificially produced pressure wave will not cause
knock, even though such a wave is sufficiently intense
to be registered on the tie-pressure record, unless the
conditions of temperature and pressure within the com-
bustion chamber have already become so severe that
knock might be expected to occur spontaneously.

When the conditions were such that sponhmrous knock
might be expected to occur, however, they found that
knock usually did occur simultaneously with the
artitlcially.produced preawm wave.

Another possible explanation of the shocks on the
indicator diaphragm before knock is that certain minute
portions of the charge reach knocking conditions a short
time before the rest of the charge, llach of these
minute portions of the charge may detonato as it reaches

knocking conditions and may thus produce a mild shock

wave withouh setting off the entire chmgo. ‘l%is expla-

nation diflers from the one previously suggested in the

fact that it supposes the waves before knock to be
caused by the knocking reaction but not, in turn, to
exert any influence on the knocking reaction. Tho
“observed displacements in the configurateions, how-
ever, do not have such an appenrsnco as to support
this explanation ; instead, they strongly suggest the
reflected+wwe theory.

CONCLUSIONS

1. Through the use .of the NACA high+pced motiorf-
picture camera and the NACA optical engine indicator
new knowledge has been obtained concerning the phe-
nomenon of fuel knock. The results strongly indicate
the inadequacy of the commonly accepted autoignition
theory of knock.

2. The photographs indicate that knock usually in-
volves a sudden completion of combustion, although
there is some indication t.h~tvery light knocks may not
always irivolve a sudden completion of combustion but
that combustion may complete itself in the normal
manner after knock has. occurred. Tlmc-pressure
records, taken sirmdtanecmslywith and having a de-
terminable time relationship with the high-peed pic-
tures, should be useful in clearing up this point.

3. There is indication of the gradual Imild-up of re-
flected pressure waves just before occurrence of knock.
The simultaneous time-pressure records and high+qwwl
pictures should ahed further light on this point.

LANGLEY MEMORIAL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,

NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS,
LANGLEY FIELD, VA., December 9, 19.41.
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